Book Reviews
Teaching is Interaction! (Analyzing de-facto-didactics)
[Anthology] / R. Schmitt (ed.). – Mannheim: Amades Publ., 2011. – 240 p. –
(Working Papers and Materials in German Language; vol. 41) ISBN 978-3937241-33-31
The book “Unterricht ist Interaktion!” (Teaching is interaction!), published
by the Amades Publishing Office of the Institute of the German language (Mannheim,
Germany), is the result of the collaborative efforts of researchers, teachers and
methodologists involved in a research project which deals with teaching as
multimodal interaction at gymnasiums and other schools in Germany.
The collective monograph consists of three parts: the Introduction covering
theoretical and methodological bases of teaching as interaction; the empirical analyses
of videotaped English, Mathematics and Chemistry lessons; dictation lesson at a
Rudolf Steiner School and lesson stages reconstruction; the synopsis with the
summary resume: (a) the feasibility and usefulness of the concept; (b) the possibility
of bringing de facto-didactics in a separate science based on empirical data.
The communication-centered approach to teaching is based on the
ethnography and methodological principle of researching social environment, and,
thus, it is situation-related. In this case, interaction is the result of all participants’
actions in constructing social reality. This fundamental idea proposed by H. Garfinkel
(1967) was applied by the authors to teaching. They have conceptualized the lesson as
a sociological snapshot which can be analyzed as the process of interaction and the
activity of the participants as well. But treating a lesson only as interaction created a
risk not to reveal de facto-didactics. It implies an organized interaction process, aimed
at the successful teaching through which students acquire the knowledge, skills,
experience and develop personal qualities and competences. Nevertheless, the authors
managed to avoid unilateralism in this approach. They reveal that reconstruction of a
teacher’s and students’ in-classroom activity helps to identify the actual didactic
principals which are essential for teaching.
Considering teaching as a social classroom interaction, the authors point out
the following conceptual phases of the lesson: “student’s classroom work/ student’s
independent classroom work” → “student as an interactive specialist” → “lesson as
interaction and communication” ← “teacher as an interactive specialist” ← “teacher’s
classroom work/ teacher’s independent classroom work. The teaching process and its
dynamism depend on the teacher’s role in a classroom. When the teacher and students
interact, the students accept the teacher as a “focus person”.
The underlying principle of lesson study as interaction is the concept of
multimodality. According to it, the space of the classroom is organized in a
multimodal way and serves as a resource for interaction; therefore, multifocal
orientation on spatial reconstructions as well as mechanisms ensuring communication
is a fundamental component of research.
The monograph consists of works which cover the analysis of various
classroom spaces:
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(1) discussion of vital (brisant) issues, for example, on “national identity” in an
English class (T. Kindermann; P. Kühner; R. Schmitt);
(2) experiment in a Chemistry class: carrying out and its planning (E.-M. Putzier)
(3) teaching mathematical tasks (S. Jörissen);
(4) experience regarding the perspective divergence between a teacher and a student
(U. Reitemeier);
(5) interactive dictation in a Chemistry class at a Rudolf Steiner School (D.
Heidtmann, R. Schmitt);
These works also contain theoretical conclusions on methodology and didactics (R.
Schmitt).
The concept of multimodal resource includes the awareness of social
environment for any communication. In this case, in our view, it would be a good idea
to investigate communicative and pragmatic balance of communicative and noncommunicative actions, as well body language, when the speech is “interwoven”
(verflochten) in the non-communicative behavior of the participants. In this respect
the analysis of the interactive dictation in a Chemistry class at a Rudolf Steiner School
serves as a good example. The specific feature of this and similar lessons is that
students do not have textbooks. This brings students to “creating their own textbooks”
(Epochenhefte) through recoding the communicative and non-communicative
behavior of a teacher in specialized notebooks during the academic year. In the
process of dictation knowledge transmission takes place together with the process of
codification (book creating process); so, the stages of social interaction coincide. The
mosaic of a teacher’s behavior is shaped by the following methods: boundary marking
by means of pause-segmentation, processual marking with the help of such relevant
means as verbal communication, gestures, object manipulation; projected and
retrospective verbal clarification. The structure of such knowledge transmission aims
at multicognitive encouragement of learning. Under this approach, various cognitive
criteria are not only divided in a didactically motivated way but they also change each
other dynamically. The authors fairly point out the risks of cognitive overload of the
students and disorientation of the lesson theme as a result of long dictation.
The value of the monograph is de facto-didactics which is described by a
two-component unit. It characterizes various aspects of the teaching process and
reveals a specifically professional teacher’s behavior as a didactic permanent process
in every stage of the lesson. In this respect, there are no didactic-neutral and nondidactic aspects of the teacher’s behavior. On the one hand, de facto-didactics
presents teacher-student actions only as interaction; on the other hand, it refers to
structural distinction of theoretical and methodological resources which being
independent of interaction, describe the teacher’s reaction to the developing
interactive situation.
According to the authors, de facto-didactics is not an evaluation concept;
but it is a structural analytic concept which reflects the interactive classroom
environment. It takes into account the didactic behavior of a teacher without assessing
it. At the same time the two forms of professional activity de facto-didactics and
didactics are interconnected and change each other; the positive impact is possible,
provided that de facto-didactics depends on the interactive behavior of a teacher, who
is conscious of it. So, the teacher is able to react to the classroom situation in an
interactive and structural way. De facto-didactics is not an argument against lesson
planning process, but through videotaped lessons it becomes clear that concentration
on limited time and a well-organized plan does not ensure the teacher’s sensibility and
the effectiveness of teaching is reduced.
To sum up, it should be noted, the collective monograph presents an
interesting and completely new approach not only to aspects of interaction and its
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types but it also differs aspects of didactics; the latter in the form of de facto-didactics
presents a separate interactive resource, in-classroom space, and that is interaction.
Owing to the actuality and novelty of dealing with multimodality interaction,
the book under review opens new possibilities for studies of this kind, reflecting
interdisciplinary integration. It offers a fresh look at a lesson in terms of social
implications and provides great interest to a wide variety of specialists.
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